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I. INTRODUCTION
Less than a month before the 2004 presidential election, newspapers
reported that Sinclair Broadcasting Group would require its 62 broadcast
stations to air Stolen Honor, a documentary attacking Democratic presi-
dential candidate John Kerry. Critics accused Sinclair of attempting to
curry favor with George W. Bush's administration and of supporting
Bush's candidacy because he was more likely to loosen media ownership
rules constraining Sinclair's business plans to acquire more broadcast
stations. A few other media outlets criticized Sinclair's decision, though
mildly. The Federal Communications Commission and Federal Elections
Commission refused to take action.
But thousands of unaffiliated individuals loosely coordinated a re-
sponse. They did not use or form a legal entity, but worked collectively
and independently through focal points at several internet websites. They
Strona 4
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agreed Sinclair's actions were wrong, maybe illegal, and that the FCC
and FEC were failing their legal duties. So they proposed and imple-
mented rules relying on economic incentives and disincentives to change
Sinclair's behavior. They organized challenges to Sinclair's broadcast
licenses, pressured Sinclair's largest institutional investors, flooded in-
vestor bulletin boards to undermine Sinclair's stock price, tipped online
surveys against Sinclair's actions, contacted the FCC, circulated and
signed petitions, wrote and called Sinclair, helped initiate a derivative
suit for shareholders, and-in less than two business days-implemented
a nationwide boycott of Sinclair's advertisers in 39 local broadcast mar-
kets. The campaign worked. Sinclair did not air Stolen Honor. It aired a
much more balanced show on Kerry's Vietnam record.
Then the campaign dissolved.
This campaign, which users of weblogs call a blogstorm, is an ex-
ample of an emerging form of collective ad hoc private regulation made
possible by cheap communication technology. Blogs include a diverse
range of easily updated websites; many are political, operated by indi-
viduals who link to, analyze, and write political stories. Although blogs
were involved against Sinclair, bloggers and blog-users acted as more
than mere "citizen journalists."' Although the blogstorm reflects an im-
portant political phenomenon, namely the relationship between blogs,
the mainstream media, and political action, it also represents a different
political phenomenon.
Because of the economics of online information, thousands who do
not know each other can band together in hours, without previous organ-
izational coordination or any persistent central coordination, to affect
others and conform society to their idea of the social good. This changes
the dynamic of political action and the ability of unaffiliated, lone indi-
viduals to respond to social acts where government and the market have
not. Through ad hoc volunteerism, the Sinclair participants produced
regulatory action against a private party with whom they were not trans-
acting-because they believed government failed to do so. Although ad
hoc volunteerism has received sustained attention as a mode of economic
production of information, it has received little attention as a mode of pri-
vate regulation or a cure for government failure.' By "private regulation," I
I. See, e.g., Andrew Kantor, Sinclair Is the Latest to Feel the Power of Blogs, USA
TODAY, Oct. 29, 2004,
kantorx.htm (interpreting the Sinclair blogstorm as merely another instance of bloggers act-
ing as journalists).
2. Its most famous example is the creation of Linux operating system and other open
source software, like the Firefox browser. See Yochai Benkler, Coase's Penguin, or,Linux and
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mean actions by private actors which deliberately constrain and influ-
ence other private actors. Although private regulation is common, often
including boycotts, scholars predicted that cheap speech through the
internet would weaken, not strengthen, the power of "private speech
regulations."3
Before the internet, such speech regulators consisted primarily of
traditional advocacy groups,4 which were established non-profit corpora-
tions that responded to media indecency, homosexuality (or anti-
homosexuality), violence, racism, or other issues.5 With the economics
of online collaboration, these regulatory groups can form and dissolve
overnight even when they include thousands of people who have never
met, spoken, or emailed.
The Sinclair episode shows that, in addition to its other effects, the
internet can permit unaffiliated citizens to work together instantly to re-
spond to perceived legal or ethical norms-violations when government
does not. With Sinclair, although the participants used some existing pri-
vate regulatory tools, like an advertiser boycott, to perform an existing
activity, private regulation, the internet transformed the use and nature of
these tools and the activity. It did so by lowering the costs of organiza-
tion to permit unaffiliated volunteers to perform actions that usually had
required some level of government-or at least a centralized authority or
preexisting institution of some sort. That is, the internet creates means
for non-institutionalized actors to engage in collective action without an
existing organization and to do so faster and potentially more effectively.
The internet, therefore, can increase the power of private regulation by
providing such regulation with new, efficient organizational forms, and
by including those not already acting within an organization.
Private regulation through blogstorms, whatever their shape or tar-
get, will become more common. In the weeks following the Sinclair
campaign, groups on both the left and right proposed or started dozens
of ad hoc campaigns to regulate "liberal" or "conservative" media
The Nature of the Firm, 112 YALE L.J. 369 (2002), available at www.benkler.org/
CoasesPenguin.html [hereinafter Benkler, Linux]; Randall Stross, The Fox Is in Microsoft's
Henhouse (and Salivating), N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 19, 2004, § 3, at 5.
3. See Eugene Volokh, Cheap Speech and What it Will Do, 104 YALE L.J. 1805, 1836-
37 (1995) (predicting "private speech regulations will remain only where there must be inter-
mediaries who select what gets distributed").
4. As I argue below, broadly conceived, such private regulators include media compa-
nies themselves.
5. See, e.g., Frank Rich, The Great Indecency Hoax, N.Y Tt Es, Nov. 28, 2004, § 2, at 1.
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companies, 6 car companies seen as too gay-friendly,7 professors consid-
ered ultraliberal by conservatives,' and companies based on party
affiliation. 9 Other campaigns aimed not to deter but to subsidize; they
allocated specific products to chosen groups (like soldiers) based on so-
cial policy. '° This ad hoc, flash regulation can be as powerful and
effective as established nongovernmental and governmental bodies in
enacting reforms and can potentially support far more active participa-
tion. It will transform political action by enabling powerful new
collective actions, even those based on diffuse harms. It enables innova-
tive individual and group speech forms and sudden action to check
governments and markets as a latent shadow government ready to re-
spond instantly. This new regulation, however, has a dark side. While it
provides some with speech and associational power, it can threaten the
power and rights of others. While it enables groups instantly to form and
to take action, it can support groups that can resemble mobs more than
town halls and that can silence others despite the others' speech rights.
This paper analyzes the emerging phenomenon of private regulation
through ad hoc online coalitions where the coalitions believe that mar-
kets and government have failed. It evaluates the underlying collective
action problems and the online cost structures, motivation, and capacity
that permit individuals to overcome these problems. It provides a taxon-
omy of issues and problems in collective action, and how technology
affects these issues and problems. Because the paper's primary case
study is the Sinclair blogstorm, which targeted speech, many of the pa-
per's conclusions are particularly relevant for private speech regulation,
and the paper explicitly considers normative implications of such private
regulation targeting speech.
6. See, e.g., posting of VirginiaDem to Daily Kos,
2004/11/16/101735/41 (Nov. 16, 2004,07:17 PDT).
7. See, e.g., Posting of Pamindurham to Daily Kos, /
story/2004/12/25/85023/455 (Dec. 25, 2004, 06:50 PDT).
8. See, e.g., Posting of Cinnamon68 to Daily Kos, /
story/2004/12/12/21505/084 (Dec. 12, 2004, 07:50 PDT).
9. See, e.g., Our Mission and Purpose, BuyBlue.org, http:www.buyblue.org/mission
(last modified July 13, 2005).
10. U.S. Families of Dead Raise 600,000 Dollars for Fallujah Refugees, AGENCE
FRANCE PRESSE, Dec. 24, 2004, availableat
posting of Richard Gassan to Daily Kos, 2004/12/23/64551/
725 (Dec. 23, 2004, 04:45 PDT).
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II. CASE STUDY: THE SINCLAIR "STUNT"
In this section, I present what the blogstorm participants called the
Sinclair "stunt" "-Sinclair's desire to air Stolen Honor-and the blog-
storm participants' response to it. As a result, I discuss the blogstorm's
players, developments, and regulatory tools.
A. DramatisPersonae
From the blogstorm participants' perspective, there were several key
players.
1. Sinclair
In October 2004, Sinclair owned 62 stations in 39 markets that
reached approximately 24% of all U.S. television households. Its stations
were affiliated with all six networks, 2 and it was the largest owner of
local broadcast stations. 3
To the participants, Sinclair was a conservative media giant. In April,
2004, it preempted a special episode of ABC's Nightline on its ABC af-
filiate stations. The special aired the "names and photographs of the
more than 500 U.S. troops killed in the Iraq war." Sinclair executives
considered it an anti-Bush political statement: "[it] appears to be moti-
vated by a political agenda.' ' 14 The participants, by contrast, considered
Sinclair's preemption to be motivated by a political agenda. Moreover, a
Sinclair vice-president, who also happened to be Sinclair's head-
lobbyist, had a daily "commentary" on all Sinclair stations (apparently
no other company has a similar practice), during which he often criti-
cized John Kerry. 5 The same vice-president went to Iraq "to find good
news stories that [Sinclair executives] said were being overlooked" by
11. Although this term sounds pejorative, I use it both for ease of discussion and be-
cause much of the blog community used this term for Sinclair's intended broadcast of Stolen
Honor. See Sinclair Broadcast Group, DKOSOPEDIA,
SinclairBroadcastGroup (last visited Nov. 15, 2005).
12. Sinclair Broadcasting Group, Company Profile,
profile.shtml (last visited Nov. 15, 2005) (including "20 FOX, 19 WB, 6 UPN, 8 ABC, 3 CBS,
4 NBC affiliates and 2 independent stations").
13. Gregory P. Magarian, The First Amendment, the Public-PrivateDistinction, and
NongovernmentalSuppression of Wartime PoliticalDebate, 73 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 101, 120-
21(2004).
14. McCain Rebukes Sinclair "Nightline" Decision, CNN.CoM, Apr. 30, 2004, http://
www.cnn.com/2004/SHOWBIZTrV/04/29/abc.nightlineL.
15. Posting of Jay Rosen to PressThink, http:/ljournalism.nyu.edu/pubzone/weblogs/
pressthink/2004/11/16/snclrvision.html (Nov. 16, 2004, 00:24 EDT).
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the "liberal media."'" Sinclair's executives had also made 97% of their
2004 political donations to Republicans, including President Bush.17 Its
stations had aired "fake" news segments prepared by the Bush admini-
stration which praised a Medicare bill Bush had championed. Finally,
the participants accused Sinclair of lobbying Republicans with poten-
tially illegal tactics. 9
The participants believed that Sinclair was airing Stolen Honor in an
attempt to lobby the president. Sinclair sought changes in the media
ownership limits to permit it to own two or more television stations in
mid-sized markets.
2. Makers of Stolen Honor
To the participants, the makers of Stolen Honor were guilty by asso-
ciation. They were affiliated with, among others, the Swiftboat Veterans
for Truth, an anti-Kerry group that had run ads in August, 2004 attacking
John Kerry's Vietnam service. This group had received exposure on the
cable news channels, but many in mainstream newspapers and liberal
blogs considered their stories to be contradictory and inaccurate.2 ' To the
liberal blogosphere, the Swiftboat Veterans were the embodiment of ly-
ing propaganda, and participants often invoked them metaphorically as
16. Howard Kurtz & Frank Ahrens, Family's TV Clout in Bush's Corner: Sinclair Or-
ders 62 Stations to Air Anti-Kerry Film, WASH. POST, Oct. 12, 2004, at Al, available at
1 .html.
17. Id.
18. David Sirota et al., The Progress Report, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS, Apr.
30, 2004, posting of
Zknower to Daily Kos, (Oct. 12, 2004,
08:39 PDT).
19. See Kurtz & Ahrens, supra note 16 ("Sinclair provided Maryland Gov. Robert L.
Ehrlich Jr. the cut-rate use of a luxury helicopter during the Republican's 2002 race. The heli-
copter came from an aviation firm whose sole director was J. Duncan Smith [also a Sinclair
executive]. A year earlier, as a Maryland congressman, Ehrlich sent the FCC a letter urging
action on a Sinclair request to buy a dozen TV stations. An Ehrlich spokesman at the time
called the letter 'garden-variety constituent service' and said the governor's failure to disclose
the helicopter rides was an oversight."); see also Elizabeth Jensen & Waiter F. Roche Jr., Sin-
clair's Growth Matched by Criticism, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 24, 2004, at Al.
20. Sinclair Broadcast Group, DKOSOPEDIA, supra note 12 (discussing the "favors"
Sinclair wanted from the Bush administration). See also Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC,
373 F.3d 372 (3d Cir. 2004) (including Sinclair among the petitioners challenging FCC own-
ership limits); Sinclair Broad. Group, Inc. v. FCC, 284 F.3d 148 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (challenging
the FCC ownership limits).
21. See, e.g., Republican-funded Group Attacks Kerry's War Record, FACTCHECK.ORG,
Aug. 22, 2004, Joe Conason, Republicans'
Dishonorable Charge, SALON.CoM, Aug. 6, 2004,
2004/08/06/mccain on swift boat veterans/ (referring to John McCain's response).
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such. Stolen Honor's director was also affiliated with Reverend Sun
Myung Moon, owner of the conservative Washington imes.23
3. Blog Communities
As the name suggests, blogs were central to the blogstorm. Blog
communities consist of networks of people,24 tied to each other through
specific interests 2' and also to many others through nodes. Nodes are the
highly trafficked points where many readers and bloggers converge:
through them, readers link to and discover other blogs. 26 The distribution
of blog popularity conforms to a power log graph, meaning a few A-list
blogs get the lion's share of blog traffic, and they can serve as nodes."
When the Sinclair blogstorm began, the nodes were naturally a few A-
list blogs that became involved in the Sinclair blogstorm and directed
their considerable traffic.
First, Talking Points Memo, the blog of journalist Joshua Micah
Marshall, had over 400,000 unique monthly viewers, 28 was liberal-
leaning, and claimed to have an audience of "politicians, journalists, and
other influential decision- and opinion-makers '2 9 (and likely also stu-
dents, office employees, and others). Unlike many other blogs, it did not
permit anyone other than Marshall to post or to comment on his posts.
22. Joshua Micah Marshall wrote: "I had been thinking about a post that would put in
stark terms what is going on with this Sinclair Broadcasting stunt, . .. [it was like] an hour
long Swift Boat ad.... It isn't like a Swift Boat ad. It actually is a Swift Boat ad." Posting of
Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo,
(Oct. 11, 2004, 17:19 EDT).
23. Posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo, http://
www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/003639 (Oct. 11, 2004, 13:49 EDT) [hereinafter Mar-
shall, The limes Today].
24. HOWARD RHEINGOLD, SMART MOBS: THE NEXT SOCIAL REVOLUTION 163 (2002)
(noting a few observers believe that networks with flat governance hierarchies and distributed
power may emerge as the "newest major social form, after tribes, hierarchies, and markets").
25. See, e.g., Barry Well & Milena Gulia, Virtual Communities as Communities, in
COMMUNITIES IN CYBERSPACE 167, 171 (Marc A. Smith & Peter Kollack eds., 1999) [herein-
after COMMUNITIES] ("Most community ties are specialized and do not form densely knit
clusters of relationships .... [E]xcept for kin and small clusters of friends, most members of a
person's community network do not really know each other.... People do get all kinds of
support from community members but they have to turn to different ones for different kinds of
help."); RHEINGOLD, supra note 24, at 56-57.
26. Cf Peter Kollock & Marc Smith, Communities in Cyberspace, in COMMUNITIES,
supra note 25, at 3, 17-18 (noting that community is now often mapped in network-
structures).
27. Clay Shirky: Power Laws, Weblogs, and Inequality,
writings/powerlawweblog.html (last visited Nov. 15, 2005).
28. Talking Points Memo, Advertise, /
advertise.html (last visited Nov. 15, 2005).
29. Id.
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As a result, it did not spark an open debate among participants, and Mar-
shall had to solicit responses through users' email.
Second, Daily Kos, owned by Markos Moulitsas Ztiniga, a thirty-
something technology lawyer who served in the United States Army be-
fore attending college, was one of the blogosphere's most highly
trafficked and linked sites.30 Unlike Talking Points Memo, Daily Kos was
a "multilayered community engineered to reward ideas that bubble up
from below," and Moulitsas permitted users to post comments to his
posts (and to others' posts) and to set up their own "diaries," which were
"blogs within his blog." The site also permitted peer accreditation,
"where members rank[ed] each other's entries and comments," and user
diaries ended up on the recommended list or, perhaps, on the main
31
page.
Third, former economist Duncan Black, known in the blog commu-
nity as Atrios, had a popular blog called Eschaton, which pushed the
blogstorm from the beginning. Like Daily Kos, it provided a space for
comments, but it provided neither space for diaries nor peer accreditation
of comments.
Other top liberal blogs posted and discussed the stunt during the
campaign. 33 These included the blog associated with Howard Dean's or-
ganization to elect Democrats to local office, 34 as well as MyDD.com, a
mostly political blog, 5 where Moulitsas began blogging.36
30. Daily Kos, About, (last visited Nov. 15,
2005). Moulitsas claims that his blog is not necessarily liberal, but is decidedly partisan for
Democrats on the right and left; some commenters disagreed. Posting of Kos to Daily Kos,
(Nov. 15, 2004, 19:24 PDT).
31. Micah L. Sifry, The Rise of Open-Source Politics, THE NATION, November 22,
2004, at 14, 17-18, available at
(The "Kos community has become a very efficient collaboration engine ... for rapid fact-
checking of political statements and news stories, quick dissemination of news of voting ir-
regularities and brainstorming of campaign themes.").
32. Posting of Atrios to Eschaton, (Oct.
9, 2004, 17:56 EDT) [hereinafter Atrios, Sinclair].
33. See, e.g., posting of Kevin Drum to Political Animal, http://www.
washingtonmonthly.com/archives/individual/2004_10/004901.php (Oct. 12, 2004, 12:49
EDT); Free Press, Stop Sinclair, (last visited Nov.
15, 2005).
34. Posting of Mike Yedinak to Blog For America, /
archives/005375.html (Oct. 20, 2004, 14:08 EDT).
35. Posting by Chris Bowers to MyDD,
153537/663 (Oct. 9, 2004, 15:35 EDT).
36. CHRISTIAN CRUMLISH, POWER OF MANY 27 (2004).
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Steve Soto's non-A-list blog was also important. Soto had previously
been a Kos contributor,37 and posted an entry on his blog, The Left
Coaster, that provided many initial ideas on "How to Deal with Sinclair
BroadcastGroup's Attempt to Play Kingmaker." 38 His blog also provided
a space for comments, where users debated tactics.
In addition to these blogs, many websites took shape the day Sin-
clair's intentions were reported. The most important, BoycottSBG.com,
coordinated the Sinclair advertiser boycott. It "was founded on October
11, 2004 by Nick Davis, a concerned citizen... [a]fter reading an article
in the Los Angeles Times [explaining Sinclair's intentions]." The site
was an immediate focal point, having "over 300,000 unique visitors in
its first week of operation."3 9 It reciprocally linked to other sites develop-
ing blogstorm strategies."0 Other sites created that day were less
influential, but included Sinclair Watch, a project of a nonprofit media-
activism organization called Free Press,4' which helped provide informa-
tion on challenging licenses, such as filing appropriate complaints. 2
Local blogs focused on specific broadcast stations. 3
4. Other Liberal Organizations
Beyond blogs, existing organizations also played roles. Media Mat-
ters For America, a web-based liberal media watchdog group founded
earlier in the election cycle by ex-conservative David Brock, analyzed
mainstream media coverage of the stunt and blogstorm, and underwrote
the eventual derivative lawsuit against Sinclair. 4 Air America Radio, a
37. Posting of Kos to Daily Kos, (Feb.
24, 2003, 16:04 PDT).
38. Posting of Steve Soto to The Left Coaster,
002856.php (Oct. 11, 2004, 10:14 EDT).
39. Sinclair Advertiser Boycott, Media Contacts,
advertisers/press.htm (last visited Nov. 15, 2005) [hereinafter Media Contacts].
40. Posting of Nick to Boycott Sinclair Broadcast Group,
2004/10/stop-sinclair-broadcasting-group.htm (Oct. 11, 2004, 11:43 EDT).
41. Free Press is a current client of the author at the Institute for Public Representation.
This Article contains solely the author's opinion.
42. Sinclair Watch, Homepage, (last visited Nov. 15,
2005).
43. See, e.g., posting of Skip Graham to Stop Sinclair RDU, http://boycottsbg-ral.
blogspot.com/2004_10_01_boycottsbg-ralarchive.html (Oct. 12, 2004, 13:34 EDT). They did
not add much value, considering the national nature of the stunt, the blog community, and
Sinclair.
44. Media Matters for America Underwrites Sinclair Broadcast Group Shareholder
Demand, MEDIA MATTERS, Oct. 19, 2004, . See
Media Matters, (last visited Nov. 15, 2005) [hereinafter Media Mat-
ters].
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liberal talk radio channel, posted about the Sinclair stunt on its blog, and
provided concrete suggestions and restatements of other blogs' sugges-
tions. Air America also had Reed Hundt, a former Bill Clinton-appointed
Chairman of the FCC, on its most popular show to discuss the stunt.45
The liberal think-tank, Center For American Progress, provided research,
and published an article on a liberal e-news site.46
There was much less discussion of the blogstorm among right-wing
bloggers. Apparently none attacked the blogstorm itself-just any inti-
mations of government regulation.
B. The PerceivedBackground: FCC and Mainstream Media
Liberal blog users shared common perceptions about the FCC and
most media companies before the stunt. First, they believed that loosen-
ing the media-ownership rules harmed democracy. They believed that
select media companies would have too much political influence if they
owned the majority of media outlets informing the public. A few days
into the blogstorm, Democratic FCC Commissioner Michael J. Copps
reflected their belief, calling
' 48
the Sinclair stunt "proof positive of media
consolidation run amok.
Second, the participants believed the media was conservative and bi-
ased against Democrats.4 '9 For example, the blogstorm participants
45. Posting of Rob Mackey to Al Franken Blog,
alfrankenshow/node/1916 (Oct. 12, 2004, 17:43 EDT).
46. Christy Harvey et al., Sinclair Strikes Again, ALTERNET, Oct. 12, 2004, http://
www.alternet.org/story/201 51/.
47. For example, Glenn Reynolds, owner of the popular conservative blog Instapundit,
focused on the response by officials in the Kerry campaign, not unaffiliated individuals. He
suggested that Kerry's campaigners' implicit threats either consisted of or were calling for
government action. He characterized the attempt to stop Sinclair as part of a larger assault on
freedom of speech; he called Kerry's campaign "thuggish" in its response; then he suggested
Sinclair's bias was no different from CBS's. He implicitly approved of the blogstorm's legiti-
macy, likening it to a recent conservative campaign that prevented the broadcast of a movie
allegedly critical of Ronald Reagan: that movie "was stopped by public outcry, not govern-
ment action." Posting of Glenn Reynolds to Instapundit,
018388.php (Oct. 12, 2004, 16:26 EDT).
Andrew Sullivan, owner of The Daily Dish, disagreed with Reynolds, and called Stolen
Honor a smear. Although his instincts were against "any attempt to [governmentally] regulate"
the showing, he considered it troubling and understood why liberals would protest. Posting of
Andrew to The Daily Dish,
10_10_disharchive.html#10976138913630787 (Oct. 12, 2004, 16:43 EDT).
48. David Lieberman, Plan to Air Divisive Film Raises Questions, USA TODAY, Oct.
11, 2003, at Bi, available at
corptax 12.art.htm.
49. Conservative blog-users believed the opposite.
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considered Fox News to air propaganda,5" and considered CNN and
MSNBC also to be anti-Kerry. The Kos community had been following
the comments of even Sumner Redstone, a Democrat, who controls Via-
corn (owner of CBS, MTV, Blockbuster, etc.). Redstone said he
supported President Bush's candidacy because of Bush's media consoli-
dation policies. One blogger said, "Substitute ... any other big media
corporation [who has the same incentive to support Bush's deregulatory
policies] and things get clearer" why the media would prefer Bush." The
users believed that Sinclair's stunt was at least partly motivated by
Sinclair supporting, or further encouraging, Bush's proposed deregula-
tory policies. 2
C. The Story Breaks
On Saturday, October 9, 2004, the Los Angeles Times broke the
story.53 The headline referred to Sinclair as a "Conservative TV Group,"
and the sub-headline noted that "[e]xperts call the move highly unusual."
The article explained that "a number of people privately expressed out-
rage at the seemingly overt nature of the political attack."' 4 That day, a
member of the Daily Kos community said he would purchase a site to
counter Sinclair's actions and would create a petition.5 Atrios's popular
Eschaton blog also mentioned the L.A. Times story.56 A blogger at
MyDD.com pasted part of the story, pointed to the Kos post, encouraged
those in Sinclair markets to call Sinclair, and linked to an advertiser boy-
cott blog
57
he had personally started (which did not become a blogstorm
focus).
50. See, e.g., posting of Rimjob to Daily Kos,
25/155253/426 (Jan. 25, 2005, 12:52 PDT) (quoting Ted Turner).
51. Posting of Zgveritas to Daily Kos,
03040/0125 (Sept. 24, 2004, 21:40 PDT).
52. See, e.g., posting of Fyreflye to Daily Kos, http:ldailykos.com/story/2004/10/
11/163831/07 (Oct. 12, 2004, 18:00 PDT).
53. Elizabeth Jensen, Conservative TV Group to Air Anti-Kerry Film, L.A. TIMES, Oct.
9, 2004, at Al. Although Sinclair claimed it had never decided to show Stolen Honor as the
"special" program, the participants believed they had evidence proving this false. Sinclair
Broadcast Group, DKOSOPEDIA, supra note 12.
54. Jensen, supra note 53.
55. Posting of Chicagoprogressive to Daily Kos,
10/9/122919/659 (Oct. 9, 2004, 21:29 PDT).
56. See, e.g., Atrios, Sinclair, supra note 32.
57. Bowers, supra note 35; see MyDD, About MyDD, /
special/about (last visited Nov. 15, 2005).
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D. The Blogstorm Begins
Despite the L.A. Times story and blog posts on October 9, activity
did not pick up until Monday morning, October 11, when Steve Soto
posted an entry on his blog about how to take on Sinclair." A-list blogs
pointed to this post. 9 The silence over the weekend may have been be-
cause most participants were not at their computers, or because Soto was
the first to provide a wide range of possible options.
Blogs can do at least five things with news stories. They can break a
story (reporting it first), 6° disseminate a story to a specific group, 6' flog it
(keeping it alive despite the 24 hours news-cycle), 62 spin it (providing a
58. See Steve Soto, supra note 38.
59. See, e.g., posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo, http://
www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/week _2004_10_10.php (Oct. 11, 2004, 14:03 EDT)
[hereinafter Marshall, Yesterday Former]; posting of Kos to Daily Kos, http:/
www.dailykos.com/story/2004/10/11/163831/07 (Oct. 11, 2004, 14:28 PDT) [hereinafter Kos,
Sinclair Advertiser DB Up].
60. Bloggers may have broken the Lewinsky story. See, e.g., Lawrence K. Grossman, The
Press and the Dress, COLUM. JOURNALISM REV., Nov./Dec. 1998, at 34, available at
. They also may have broken the story of CBS's alleg-
edly fake National Guard memos about President Bush's service. Posting of Jay Rosen to
PressThink,
(Nov. 23, 2004, 02:17 EDT).
61. Disseminating a story is inherent to many blogs that have specific audiences. See,
e.g., Marshall, The imes Today, supra note 23; Kurtz & Ahrens, supra note 16; Lieberman,
supra note 48; cf CASS SUNSTEIN, REPUBLIC.COM (2001).
Blog users, can also inform others through email or their own blogs. In fact, on October
It and 12, the Post listed an article about the Sinclair stunt as the most emailed article of the
day. This may be partly because of the story's inherent shocking news value and partly be-
cause the participants were recruiting others. See posting of The Other Rasmussen to Daily
Kos, http:llwww.dailykos.conlstory/2004/10/12/121355/52 (Oct. 12, 2004, 16:06 PDT).
The blogs, emails, and mainstream media so informed citizens that one day into the con-
troversy the websites of Sinclair broadcasters included online polls asking this question: "Do
you think Sinclair Broadcast Group should run the documentary?" Word had spread so far and
wide by Monday, October 11 that visitors to the site knew exactly what "the documentary"
was. Posting of Sparky to The Left Coaster,
comments.cgi?entryid=2856 (Oct. 11, 2004, 06:37 EDT).
62. Flogging may affect mainstream journalistic coverage, in part because of news-
cycle timing, especially for television reporters. Television reporters often drop a story after 24
hours unless there is some sort of peg to keep it going, including a reaction from the other
side, a newspaper writing about it, or (now) blogosphere furor for several days. An example of
flogging is when Trent Lott said the country would have been better off had Strom Thurmond
been elected president in 1948. Before the blogs flogged it, reporters had thought Lott's com-
ments were not even newsworthy; it was drowned out by "newsworthy" events, like John
Kerry's allegedly expensive haircut. ESTHER SCOTT, HARV. KENNEDY SCH. OF GOV'T CASE
STUDY, "BIG MEDIA" MEETS THE "BLOGGERS": COVERAGE OF TRENT LOTT'S REMARKS AT
STROM THURMOND'S BIRTHDAY PARTY 1, 10, 12, 23 (2004), /
presspol/ResearchPublications/Case_Studies/1731_0.pdf.
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frame for the story), 63 and call readers to action. In the Sinclair blog-
storm, blogs and users did not break the story. The blogs disseminated
the story to their readers, kept it alive for weeks, framed it as an instance
of Conservative Big Media flouting the law, and called their readers to
action.
The participants' first reactions were that the stunt was unbelievable
and that it could not be legal. They believed Sinclair violated at least ba-
sic norms of fairness, if not the law. 6'
Former FCC Chairman Reed Hundt helped convince the participants
that the stunt was an unaddressed legal violation. On the Monday the
blogstorm started, Joshua Marshall posted a letter from Reed Hundt ad-
dressed to Sinclair's executives. The bloggers were not experts in
broadcast and election law, but they relied on experts like Hundt. Hundt
suggested that while Sinclair's actions were not specifically forbidden,
carrying "anti-Kerry propaganda" (or "anti-Bush propaganda") was not
in the public interest. He asked, "[w]hy should a broadcaster keep its
licenses if it behaves in this manner?" 65 Sinclair did not positively re-
spond to this letter.
A day later, Hundt wrote a letter, not to Sinclair, but to Joshua Mar-
shall, which Marshall promptly posted on his blog. Hundt used harsher
terms in this letter. He wrote that it was "important that Sinclair Broad-
casting be urged in all lawful ways that can be imagined to reconsider its
decision." Hundt explained general communications policy, that the elec-
tronic media's role is not to praise the incumbent president, but to aim
for "the goal of balance and faimess." 66 He singled out Sinclair's current
acts as almost unique, knowing, violations of these principles: "Sinclair
has a different idea [of the law], and a wrong one in my view.... This is
the law, and it should be honored. 67 Hundt did not mention that although
the Sinclair stunt probably did not legally require equal time for Kerry,
63. As an example, some blog-users, following the 2004 election, tried to spin the dis-
crepancy between the exit poll data and poll results to convince others that the exit polls were
correct. See, e.g., posting of LondonYank to Daily Kos, http:llwww.dailykos.comlstory/2004/
11/3/53438/6175 (Nov. 3, 2004, 02:34 PDT).
64. Although scholars define "norms" in many ways, Amitai Aviram, Regulation By Net-
works, 2003 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1179, 1181 n.4 (2003) (and sources cited therein), I use the term
broadly "to include all rules and regularities concerning human conduct," id.
65. Marshall, Yesterday Former, supra note 59 (quoting Reed Hundt).
66. His evidence included "specific provisions relating to rights to buy advertising time,
bans against the gift of advertising time, rights to reply to opponents, and various other
specific means." Posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo, http://www.
talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/003649.php (Oct. 12, 2004, 10:41 EDT) (posting a letter from
Reed Hundt) [hereinafter Reed Hundt, Letter].
67. Id. ("If Sinclair wants to disseminate propaganda, it should buy a printing press, or
create a web site. These other media have no conditions on their publication of points of view.").
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this was largely because of loopholes-Kerry was the candidate "fea-
tured" in Stolen Honor so Bush, not Kerry, could demand response
time.68 Sinclair contended the documentary fit the legal exemption for
news.6 1 Participants agreed with Hundt, however, that Sinclair violated
the spirit of the law, if not the letter, and the law must be "honored," even
if the participants themselves had to enforce it.
Steve Soto observed that online costs permitted new activism to
counter the stunt, even if the government would not. He suggested chal-
lenging Sinclair's license renewals to burden Sinclair with lawyer fees
though he said he had "no illusions that the FCC and Michael Powell
[the Republican-appointed and then-FCC Chairman] may actually reject
some Sinclair licenses over this." He believed the costs of opposing Sin-
clair were manageable because the internet had reduced transaction and
organizational costs:
Sinclair assumes that [license-challenges] would not happen be-
cause a national campaign opposing a major media conglomerate
would cost [Sinclair] opponents way too much. Yet they are not
counting on how cheaply the weblog community, working with
outfits like the Alliance for Better Campaigns, the Center for Digi-
tal Democracy, Take Back the Media, and others that would join
in, could organize the opposition by working with local media law
attorneys who could work pro bono on organizing the license re-
newal opposition campaign, while of course getting some local
and national media coverage themselves.
68. A broadcaster who sells or gives time for a candidate's use must "afford equal oppor-
tunities to all other such candidates for [the same] office in the use of such broadcasting station."
47 U.S.C. § 315 (2000). This is only triggered, however, when the candidate appeared personally,
not his friends or campaign committees.
69. One commentator suggests:
There are at least three doctrines that might apply to this situation. The first is the
"fairness doctrine" of the Federal Communications Commission, which required
broadcasters to grant reply time to those who said their views were criticized. That
rule was killed in 1987. The second are two corollaries of the doctrine--the "personal
attack" rule and the "political editorial" rule-vestiges of the fairness doctrine that
survived a while longer and then died in 2000. The third is the "equal time" law for
political candidates, which still exists but probably doesn't apply to Sinclair because
the candidate featured in the film was Kerry, not Bush [and because Sinclair claims
the special was bona fide news].
Drew Clark, How Fair Is Sinclair's Doctrine?, SLATE.COM, Oct. 20, 2004, http:/I
www.slate.com/id/2108443/.
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I think if the major weblogs start talking about this, it could
happen. 70
BoycottSBG.com was launched on October 11, and its owner helped
organize a database essential for the advertiser boycott.' On the day of
its creation, A-list blogs directed participants to the new database.
Blogs were also providing technical feedback to participants, such as the
database's compatibility for AOL users. 73
E. Affecting Sinclair'sBehavior-RegulatoryTools
The participants deliberated on their ultimate goal. They did not
want to stifle Stolen Honor entirely. A consensus developed, instead, to
encourage Sinclair to provide "equal time" or "balance" to the opposing
viewpoint. They proposed balance with the Michael Moore documen-
tary, Fahrenheit9/11, or the pro-Kerry documentary, Going Upriver, but
no consensus emerged.74
With the regulatory goal of equal time, the participants turned to us-
ing "all lawful ways that can be imagined." Commenters posted
thousands of comments on the central blogs, peripheral blogs, and on
lesser read blogs. Moreover, the uncoordinated process led to mass re-
dundancy,75 where participants repeated or pasted others' comments from
the same or other blogs. For ease of discussion 76 1 categorize the discus-
sion based on the different regulatory tools participants discussed or
implemented.
70. Steve Soto, supra note 38.
71. Nick Davis's first post was on October 9 and called for an advertiser boycott. It
received little or no attention. Email from Nick Davis, founder of BoycottSBG.com, to Marvin
Ammori (February 22, 2005, 18:37 EDT) (on file with author) [hereinafter Davis, Email].
72. Moulitsas told his Kos community to "Get to work!" on the database. Kos, Sinclair
Advertiser DB Up, supra note 59; see also posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo,
(Oct. 12, 2004, 05:00 EDT) (directing
readers to the advertiser database).
73. Posting of Kos to Daily Kos,
(Oct. 12, 2004, 09:19 PDT).
74, See, e.g., posting of Norm to The Left Coaster,
bin/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=2856 (Oct. 11, 2004, 08:16 EDT).
75. Cf Benkler, Linux, supra note 2.
76. Because the blogstorm was so anarchic and redundant, and created so much text, it
would be cumbersome to present a chronological discussion. Cf Marc A. Smith, Invisible
Crowds in Cyberspace, in COMMUNITIES, supra note 25, at 195 (diagramming the community
"structure" of Usenet).
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1. Challenging Licenses
Soto provided a detailed discussion of how to challenge Sinclair's li-
censes.77 Another blog provided similar information, and Joshua
Marshall posted Hundt's letter suggesting Sinclair should not keep its
licenses after such a stunt.
Participant feedback, however, caused the blogstorm largely to
abandon this idea. First, according to commenters who worked in broad-
cast television, licensees are not concerned about losing their licenses
because the standard required to keep a license is so low. Second, most
Sinclair licenses were not up for renewal until after the stunt. Although
challenging the licenses threatened Sinclair with retribution, it would not
stop the stunt.79
2. Boycotting Advertisers
An advertiser boycott quickly emerged as a top optionM A-list blogs
funneled users to BoycottSBG.com, which invited the users to contribute
advertisers to its database. While being constructed, the database pro-
vided the advertisers' names, email addresses, phone numbers, and (with
a pulldown bar) their broadcast market. The site claimed it would verify
the advertiser within 24 hours, but the database was displayed during
creation for participants to contribute, check, use, and provide feedback.
The site used technical advice from users to make the database more
user-friendly. As a result, the database came to permit, with one click,
emailing many advertisers, by broadcast market." Contributors posted
sample emails to send advertisers, while others critiqued and improved
those samples, 2 and bloggers posted examples of letters. s3 A Sinclair
77. Steve Soto, supra note 38.
78. Sinclair Watch, supra note 42.
79. See, e.g., posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo, http://
www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/week-2004_l0_10.php (Oct. 11, 2004, 10:00 EDT)
[hereinafter Marshall, A Suggestion from a Reader].
80. Advertiser boycotts have often been used with such traditional regulation: "boycotts
usually try to induce their targets to adopt behavior that the government could have [and
sometimes "should have"] itself mandated." C. EDWIN BAKER, ADVERTISING AND A DEMOC-
RATIC PRESS 59 (2002).
81. See, e.g., Sinclair Broadcast Group Advertisers, Boycott, http://www.
boycottsbg.com/advertisers/default.aspx (last visited Oct. 9, 2005).
82. Posting of TommyG to Daily Kos, 1/
63831/07 (Oct. 11, 2004, 19:15 PDT).
83. See, e.g., Sinclair Advertiser Boycott, Sample Letters, /
advertisers/SampleLetters.htm (last visited Nov. 15, 2005).
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employee wrote a letter agreeing with BoycottSBG.com, which the site
posted for moral authority.84
In addition, lawyers volunteered to evaluate the advertisers' con-
tracts. They would confirm the advertisers had the rights to pull
advertising because many local advertisers were small business, appar-
ently without in-house counsel.8 5 The site gave minimal top-down
directions. For example, it gave suggestions on etiquette: "Please, please,
please be civil to the advertisers and their representatives. 86
As it had weakened the license-challenge strategy, participant feed-
back helped strengthen and tailor the boycott. Broadcast industry
workers argued that advertiser boycotts worked.87 Further, feedback tai-
lored the boycott. The workers suggested that Sinclair's local stations
made most of their money from the 6pm newscasts, so the blogstorm
targeted those newscasts' sponsors. 8 The workers also suggested that
local, not national, advertisers were key, and word spread.8 9 Participants
called on those in Sinclair markets to watch the news, and list all adver-
tisers on the database, including local ones.9 In addition to targeting
newscast sponsors, feedback moved towards more apparent bang for the
buck. 9' BoycottSBG.com listed the top ten advertisers by spending.92 A
thirty-year broadcast veteran encouraged participants to "write to the
sales manager-not the general manager"-and to mention the actual
84. See Sinclair Advertiser Boycott, FAQ, Letter Received on 10/21 from an SBG Em-
ployee, (last visited Nov. 15, 2005)
[hereinafter Nick, Letter Received from SBG Employee].
85. See Sinclair Broadcast Group Advertisers, Boycott, supra note 81.
86. Id.
87. Posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo,
archives/week_2004_10_10.php (Oct. 12, 2004, 10:16 EDT) [hereinafter Marshall, From a
Reader].
88. Posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo, http://www.
talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/week-2004-10_10.php (Oct. 12, 2004, 17:09 EDT) [herein-
after Marshall, In the Last]. Marshall posted a reader's email, but this reader had apparently
posted the same advice, with minor word discrepancies, on Steve Soto's blog. See
posting of Heynewt to The Left Coaster,
mt-comments.cgi?entry-id=2856 (Oct. 1I,2004, 18:15 EDT).
89. Posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo,
pointsmemo.com/archives/003655.php (October 12, 2004, 14:20 EDT).
90. Marshall, In the Last, supra note 88.
91. That is, it moved towards the lowest cost-benefit ratio or efficiency. See, e.g., posting
of James on The Left Coaster, -bin/mt-comments.cgi?
entryid=2856 (Oct. 12, 2004, 16:45 EDT); posting of Kynn123 to Daily Kos http://
www.dailykos.com/story/2004/10/11/163831/07 (Oct. 14, 2004, 06:37 PDT) ("Boycott
Against Sinclair Is Too Weak").
92. Sinclair Advertisers, Top 10, http:/www.boycottsbg.com/adveriisersfropTenAdvertisers.
aspx (last visited Nov. 15, 2005).
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names of the local advertisers they contacted or would contact.93 A co-
menter confirmed the veteran's targeted advice:
[The sales manager] was really concerned when I read him a list
of local [advertisers].... He practically begged me not to, say-
ing 'this involves people's livelihoods.' ... So you are correct.
Local stations-SALES MANAGERS [sic] and local advertisers
AD MANAGERS [sic] are the pressure point.'
Other feedback targeted or corrected activity. Feedback pointed out
companies that were wrongly listed as Sinclair advertisers, or were listed
with wrong phone numbers. Participants also recommended speaking to
specific employees, and provided those employees' names."
The boycott was highly successful. The participants did not even
have to institute a boycott against many of the advertisers, who pulled
out almost immediately based on the credible threats of boycott. Eighty
advertisers pulled out after one week.96 At one point, over 100 advertisers
removed their ads indefinitely.97
3. Attacking Sinclair's Stock Price
Participants had several ideas, some more realistic than others, to at-
tack Sinclair's stock price. First, many listed the names and holdings of
Sinclair's institutional investors. They encouraged participants invested
with those investors to call and request withdrawing from Sinclair
stock.98
93. Marshall, From a Reader, supra note 87.
94. Posting of Josh Marshall to Talking Points Memo, http://www.
talkingpointsmemo.con/archives/week_2004_10_10.php (Oct. 12, 2004, 11:50 EDT).
95. All of these examples come from one comment, which included ideas typical of
much of the feedback. Posting of Maryscott OConnor to Daily Kos,
story/2004/10/12/121355/52 (Oct. 12, 2004, 04:23 PDT) (noting a certain company "does not
advertise on Sinclair-according to the very weary woman who asked me if there were a way
to get the phone calls to stop"; noting "CHILI'S-call the 800 number, not the 515 number";
and noting at "PFIZER: Call Ms. Fishman at 212-733-6029"); see also posting of Zic to Daily
Kos, (Oct. 12, 2004, 15:40 PDT) (dis-
cussing lams Corporation, General Mills, and Great Earth Vitamins); Kos, Sinclair Advertiser
DB Up, supra note 59 (comments).
96. Posting of Nick to Boycott Sinclair Broadcast Group, /
2004/10/advertiser-pullout-update.htm (Oct. 18, 2004, 22:36 EDT).
97. Media Contacts, supra note 39.
98. Posting of Kos to Daily Kos,
(Oct. 11, 2004, 16:56 PDT). Commenters, not blog-owners, seem to have devised the list. See,
e.g., posting of Debra to Daily Kos,
(Oct. 11, 2004, 18:54 PDT) (pasting a comment from the Eschaton blog).
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